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Hot tub technology continues to heat up with innovations such as Jacuzzi's new CLEARRAYtm
water purification system. CLEARRAY uses ultraviolet light to purify and sanitize hot tub water. As a
result, you'll need fewer hot tub chemicals â€“ and your skin will thank you for it.

What is CLEARRAY?

CLEARRAY is water purification system that sanitizes water with UV-C technology, an ultraviolet
light technology that has been safely used to disinfect water. Many industries use UV-C technology
including water bottling companies, hospitals, water plants, the food and beverage industries,
pharmaceutical companies, fish farms, aquariums, and the aquaculture industry.

UV-C light is a natural part of the sun's electromagnetic energy spectrum. It works by interacting
with the DNA of viruses and bacteria, rendering them unable to reproduce. CLEARRAY does not
add by-products to the water and dramatically reduces the need for chemicals.

In fact, you'll use up to 52% fewer chemicals after installing CLEARRAY in your hot tub. The cost
savings in hot tub chemicals can offset the cost of CLEARRAY. Perhaps even more important, with
fewer harsh chemicals floating around in your hot tub water, your skin won't suffer as much from
chemical residue and the water won't have that unpleasant chemical odour. Your hot tub cover may
even last longer due to the lack of potentially damaging chemicals and ozone.

How to Get CLEARRAY

If you have an existing hot tub, your local Jacuzzi hot tub service	can convert your system to
CLEARRAY. Though offered by Jacuzzi, this amazing hot tub water purification technology can be
installed on virtually any hot tub model in existence including off-brand and cheap hot tubs.
CLEARRAY hot tub parts connect into the body of the hot tub. Water flows through the heater and
into CLEARRAY's stainless steel tank where it is exposed to the UV-C light. This light instantly
treats the water and eliminates 99.9% of the pathogens in the water.

If you don't already own a hot tub but are in the market for one, CLEARRAY is available, factory-
installed on many new Jacuzzi spas.

Caring for Your CLEARRAY Hot Tub

Once installed, you'll need to test your hot tub water each week using test strips just as you did
before. You'll be given instructions for sanitizing your tub based on test results. Because
CLEARRAY uses light, you will need to periodically replace the bulb. Replacement bulbs and hot
tub parts are available from your local Jacuzzi hot tub service.
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Robert Vadra - About Author:
Looking for a better way to sanitize your a hot tubs? Visit Jacuzzi Ontario to learn more about this
hot new hot tub technology.
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